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My sincere thanks to my Shuswap Lake collaborators: Faye Cassia, Heather Lessard and Pat Ogden who
contributed many stories and wonderful archival images for this body of work.

The Shuswap Lake in the province of British Columbia, Canada has a shoreline circumference of over 1,000
kilometres with various small communities scattered around it. The population ranges from 87 in the smallest
community to 17,706 in the largest. The landscape surrounding the lake mainly consists of dense forests and is
largely untamed. It is a landscape that has experienced three short-lived gold rushes, meriting scant mention in
history books and tracings of miners’ log cabins can be found deep in the forests. Paddleboat ferries used to
transport people and goods across the lake; today automobiles make the journey along the Trans-Canada Highway
on the southern side or on dirt roads on the north shore. Even so, some areas are impossible to reach during the
winter as the roads are unnavigable due to snowpacks. The Canadian Pacific trains no longer stop to pick up
passengers at the stations along the southern side of the lake. Instead, they pass right by with their 80+ cars in
length carrying goods to and from Asia.

It’s a space that has hidden conscription dodgers since World War I through the Vietnam War, necessitating those
men to learn to live off the land in hostile terrain. As the gold rush dwindled, settlers turned to farming. These
communities settled with many hopes and dreams, some envisioning their community as becoming the greatest
summer resort along the Canadian Pacific rail line. I am interested in this space and the latent history of the
immigrant settlers and homesteaders who chose to live in this beautiful yet harsh terrain. I hint at the physical
transformations of the landscape as it changes seasonally as well as the passage of time through my
photomontages. By using archival images provided by the settlers’ and homesteaders’ descendants juxtaposed with
my own landscape images I create a dialogue between the settlers, descendants, and myself as newcomer to this
area, and invite the viewer to encounter the gaze of the past looking back at us. This notion of collaborating and
injecting my work with other voices, forms an ongoing conversation between the descendants, ourselves and future
generations.

















The Stewart family, my grandfather Albert Stewart,
Grandmother Maud (Kernaghan) Stewart, inherited
the home from Wm. and Marion Miller. In Mt. Ida,
it is where the old Mt. Ida Hall was moved to the
farm. It was right on the corner, where the big old
barn sits (my 98 year old aunt remembers it being
there when she was a young girl about 5 years
old....so it’s old!), the Mt. Ida Hall was used as a
small classroom this past year I am told. It used to
be on the corner where the mail boxes for that area
are standing now. The field that the Mt. Ida Hall is
now in, and it was completely restored is the old
Stewart farm. In fact that field where the Mt. Ida
Hall now sits was a potato field as my Grandfather
Stewart grew seed potatoes.
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“Yeah, my Uncle Bill was just telling a story that so
my great grandfather [Charles Doebert] that came
over from Wisconsin – apparently there was a bar
fight or something and a gun was taken out and
somebody got shot and then my great grandfather
ended up moving here. So that could be why he left
Wisconsin.”

“A wanted man?”

“Exactly, yeah, possibly.”
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“I’ve probably got more photos taken in 1941 – Blackie
the bear at the Ruckle homestead. I think the tree has
been taken down, but I can still see his paw prints by the
well.”

“Was he tame?”

“Yes, he became a pet. I have a picture of my
grandmother with the little fellow. She is washing the
clothes in the laundry tub outside the cabin and Blackie
is kind of standing up beside her watching.”

FC

“…there’s a story that … Deb Bischoff was born in
a snowbank not far from our farm. I had no idea.
Apparently, Deb’s mother was walking out to my
grandmother who had apparently acted as a midwife
from time to time. I had no idea. No one ever told
me that. Can you imagine being nine months
pregnant, in labour, in winter, setting off on a five
mile walk to get help? She was about 3.5 miles into
that walk when she ended up in a snowbank having
that baby!”

FC

“There’s another little girl I went to school with,
Gloria Vaillincourt, her mother’s gravestone reads
“Little Flower of the Artic”. Her mother was
adopted by the explorer Roald Amundsen.”

“The one who went to the South Pole?”

“Yeah! That would be the one. So his adopted
daughter lived in Scotch Creek. So I went to school
with her kids, Gloria and Paul. It’s fascinating who
washed up, I mean how did they get there?”
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“In 1967 was the Mag fire. At the time it was the
second largest fire in BC history. So every man in the
community was up fighting that. Our farm faced
Profit Mt where the fire was, and I remember I could
literally see because as it got dark it was a tough fire
because the trees were crowning. The fire jumped
from tree top to tree top. We could actually see it and
it was coming down the hill towards us. So you have
to remember we had no electricity, no running water
and no telephone. We had a battery powered radio. So
we could see it coming. So there’s a bunch of pieces
because my dad and my brother were there and all of
the neighbours who were old enough. So there was
that fear. And then for my mom, I remember vividly,
she had a plan. She’d listen to the radio, and she had a
plan. When she decided it was close enough, we had 2
old horses, my sister Marcy and Jerry were going to go
on one horse and she and I were going on the second
horse, and we were going to go straight down – we
were a mile from the lake. Pretty much straight down
Meadow Creek Rd and we were going to go down
that road and straight into the lake.”

“That was the safest place.”

“Yup, but she had it all worked out. That was the deal.
My grandmother was on alert for evacuation because
she lived right on the waterfront of Celista. That was
a big thing. The fire encircled my dad so that was
probably one of the highlights of his life, so a

helicopter flew over, threw a ladder down. He grabbed
hold of it and the minute they could see he had a hold
of it they didn’t wait. They just lifted him up and flew
him out over the ring of fire.”

“That must have been so scary!”

“Yup! That was a big one. My brother and Neil
Bischoff – similar one, but not quite as badly –
trapped. They were both driving equipment – cats or
bulldozers – so they actually drove through the fire
line on their cats. My brother wasn’t bad. Neil got
burnt … through metal so his legs were scorched so
he was in a lot of pain. It was either that or die! That
was a big thing.

I remember the outrage at the end of that fire. I
remember my dad being so angry and other men, I’m
sure. As at the end of that it was all government of
course, so all of the food – they just dug a pit and
bulldozed it and buried all the food. I remember
people did go back to scavenge. My dad, I remember
this massive tin of ham. It was like a loaf of bread
they actually went back up and dug some of this stuff
out. It was all canned, sealed, good food. Yeah, that
was scary. That was a big thing – 1967. Known as the
Mag fire – it was on Crowfoot Mountain.”

FC relating story to photographer





“My parents, Margaret (Stewart) & William (Bill)
Hopkins built a house at the other end of Beatty
Ave. My grandparents, Winnie & Bill Hopkins, lived
in that little house across from the Thrift Store and
my parents built at the other end.....back in those
days it was Granny & Grandpa’s place.”
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